
Summer camp provides a refreshing and wholesome experience, and students enjoy the multifarious activities along with
their friends. Recreational activities undertaken during the summer camp can be the best memory of one’s childhood and
BBPS Noida takes pride in creating these joyful experiences. Let’s cherish these memories and imprint the same in our
memory banks.

CREATING ECHOS TO LAST 

FOREVER!



Summer camp started with a spirit of zest. Story weaver
enthusiasts enjoyed a moral story and made bookmarks to keep in
their favourite books, dancers warmed up and learned the basis of
freestyle and traditional dance, artists created new paintings of
their choice, science explorers went on a journey to explore planets
and their movements.

Day 1

Glimpses of the Activities- Click here to view

https://youtu.be/mF7F2ciiAvg


The campers enjoyed the energy
of dancing, imagination of story
weaving, joy of painting and thrill
of experimenting. They looked
thrilled to attend the summer
camp at Bal Bharati Public School,
Noida.

Day 2
Glimpses of the Activities- Click here to view

https://youtu.be/mF7F2ciiAvg


The camp continued and the little learners narrated stories of their choice, tapped feet on a 
series of dance steps of freestyle and devotional song, the artists were taught to paint paper 
plates. The science geniuses experimented with the natural colours and created varied designs.  

Day 3

Glimpses of the Activities- Click here to view

https://youtu.be/mF7F2ciiAvg


Day 4

An escape to a land where learning meets fun is what camp is all about for our

learners. Today they completed their innovative painting on a paper plate canvas in

art, danced and practiced some unique tribal dance steps, learnt the art of narrating

stories and learnt about the properties of air and pressure in science experiments

class.

Glimpses of the Activities- Click here to view

https://youtu.be/mF7F2ciiAvg


Day 5

Glimpses of the Activities- Click here to view:

https://youtu.be/da-rffyr4mo


It was yet another exciting and fulfilling day at the Summer Camp as our young
enthusiasts indulged in various activities that developed their physical, mental,
psychological, and social skills. Our young explorers danced as animals in the
dense jungle. The little scientists ventured into the world of simple machines.
Through theatre, the learners took a step ahead in understanding and
expressing themselves through various facets of dramatization. The budding
artists created excellent work using Madhubani Artform and the graceful
dancers practised hand and leg movements on foot tapping music.

Transcending through Animal Sounds 

Venturing into the 
World of Simple 

Machines

Warli Art as Delightful as 

Autumn Skies
Creating Human Figures 

through Warli Art

Exploring the Jungle Dance!

Theatre: The art of Looking at Ourselves

Day 6

Glimpses of the Activities- Click here to view

https://youtu.be/5C44cgYZh_U


Another day of learning of our little enthusiasts who creatively performed, critically thought
and expressed their point of view through diverse activities. At Bal Bharati Public School,
Noida today our science zealots created spiders and learned new facts about them. Our
dazzling dancers performed on the tribal dance of Chhatisgarh. Varied performances were
witnessed in theatre group. Our budding artists created Worli designs on their mud canvases.

Tribal Dance of Chattisgarh

Dance on the song- Lup chup na jao jiTheatre- Art of expressing

Warli Art using mud

Story Enactment- The Blue Jackal

Exploring more about spiders

Day 7Glimpses of the Activities- Click here to view:

https://youtu.be/tfSwK-GIMJE


A day full of fun and frolic with our boisterous students. Yet another memorable day at Bal Bharati Public School, Noida
where students explored their diverse talents and expressed themselves creatively. The little science geniuses created sound
toys- Tik Tiki using waste material while working their fine-motor skills. Our dance enthusiasts did freestyle and learned to
tap their feet with all their heart and soul. The theatre artists dived deeper into the pool of expression and understood the
intricacies of dramatization of different characters. Our aesthetes created Worli art designs using mud.

Creating sound toy- Tik TikkiStory Enactment- The Blue Jackal

Dance on the song- Lup chup na jao ji

Theatre- Art of expressing Freestyle- Dance Performance!

Warli Art using mud

Day 8Glimpses of the Activities- Click here to view:

https://youtu.be/q_JPULO5Tdg


Summer camp aims at exploring and expressing their creativity. Along with memories they are

facing their fears, trying new things and pushing their boundaries. Today, at Bal Bharati School

Noida, students of dance gave performance on tribal dance and students of theatre presented

character dramatization, painted earthen pots in art class, made pin wheels in Science

exploration group, and narrated the story of the Blue Jackal independently.

Theatre- Art of Expressing

Story Enactment- The Blue Jackal

Pin- wheel making

Tribal Dance of Chattisgarh

Dance MastiPot Painting

Day 9

Glimpses of the Activities- Click here to view

https://youtu.be/nFIICTyAh0Y


Culmination day was full of fun. Students reminisced the memories and learning we did here.

Students presented the work they created over the course of ten days and shared their

experience of their favourite summer camp. They were grateful for a wonderful time and were

able to explore themselves as dancers, artists, eloquent speakers and presenters.

The right balance of emotion and expression- theatre Story Enactment, Recapitulation and Discussion

Pot Painting

Day 10

Magical Kaleidoscope

Tribal Dance of Chattisgarh
Presentation of all dances learnt during camp

Day 10

Glimpses of the Activities- Click Here to View

https://youtu.be/2g6-H_gcm3I


TESTIMONIALS

It was a very good learning experience , Akshaya seems

to develop some interest in science experiments

although she couldn’t attend all the sessions because we

could arrange all material just one thing is if the list of

things required is given beforehand like on weekend or

at the start only it would have been more helpful .Thank

you teachers for your efforts. - Parents of Akshaya PS B

Good morning, Ma'am,

A big thank you to all the teachers for all the wonderful and

amazing art activities which Rudraksh happily enjoyed doing. It

was a lovely experience for the kids in terms of creativity, fun

and learning through this summer camp. Thank you, Ma'am, for

sharing pics regularly, of our kids doing the activity, it was an

overwhelming experience for us. Really appreciate all your hard

work🙏..Thank you🙏. - Regards, P/O Rudraksh Misra.1-C.

Yashi is enjoying the dance class a lot. And the videos

and pics are very nice. Thanks for your efforts with all

kids. - Yashi 3A

Very nice 👍mam very good summer camp Nimish had 

enjoyed his dance very much. He is very happy and very 

eager to learn dance choreography is very good and 

creative. Thanks ma’am             - Nimish 2F

Poorvi has enjoyed a lot this story narration activity..

Thanks to all the teachers for all the efforts they have

made.. looking forward for such activities in future also.

Regards

Sonam (Poorvi's mother)

2nd B

Abyan Azim enjoy a lot this story season as well as we.

Every day he tell us how much he enjoyed his each session

and how all the teachers make the class interesting with

filled with fun. He make new friends he interact with them

so nicely, thank you all the Teachers to give him this

wonderful opportunity and make the session so amazing

in few days😀👏💐 Regards - Parents of Abyan Azim, PP E

The difference in their performance, confidence and

conceptual clarity is clearly visible if compared with the

videos shared earlier. Heartfelt gratitude to @Kavita

Pandey Ma’am BBPS ma'am for making this happen. And

@Nitika ma'am for capturing these memories so

beautifully. - Arshee Chatterjee PP C -

Thanks, teachers, for an interesting session kids learn 

science and exploration activities in a fun  and easy 

way ,thanks Anita ma'am, Shilpi ma'am ,Yasha ma'am 

and Payal ma'am for such a lovely and knowledgeable 

session Tashvi learn  new things and have a great fun 

with  her friends and classmates            -Tashvi 5A

Dear Teachers 

It was a fun learning for the kids. They have not only 

learnt dance but have had happy, enjoyable  moments 

of being together with their friends. It was an enriching 

experience for Vibhuti.

Regards                                - Vibhuti 3C



TESTIMONIALS

First of all, I would like to thank the entire teaching staff of story

narration summer camp for making it so much fun for the kids and

also a great learning experience.

Aashna was having problem in making friends in school and was

not talking much in the class before the summer camp. But we

have witnessed very positive changes in her during the summer

camp. She made a lot of friends and started communicating in the

school.

At home also we have noticed changes in her. She is now telling

stories and is more interested in story books rather then cartoons.

- Parents of Aashna Sharma PPA

Thanks to all teachers for making this summer camp a

good learning, fun and memorable for kids ..Rudransh

enjoyed a lot during this camp..need your feedback

about his involvement during the activity.

- Rudransh 1 B

Thanks to all teachers for making this Story Narration

activity a fun and good learning activity for our children.

Saanvi was telling us daily about what happened in the

activity like Ma'am says "action" and also she told some

parts of the story "The Blue Jackal". And she learned her

dialogue very well. Which we saw in the video.

We noticed some small and good changes in Saanvi after

this activity and all this happen due to the hard work of the

teachers. Once again thanks Sheuli Ma'am, Manju Ma'am

and Manami Ma'am for their hard work. Specially Manami

Ghosh Ma'am to encourage and give her this good

opportunity and support her.

Parents of Saanvi Saxena

PS-A
Hi Mam...Thanks a ton to you and both the Sir's ...Akrish

really enjoyed the camp. Each and everyday was a great

learning for him...he says he is happy😊 he loves painting

and when he got to do that with such nice teachers it was

a great experience for him. As parents we loved each and

every artwork done in the camp. Thanks to be patient

with him for understanding him and for all the support!😊

In Akrish's own words: "Akrish was Happy".😁

- Akrish

Thanks to all the teachers for putting an extra effort 

and making these last few days memorable for our 

kids. Aryaman and esp. Anaaira are shy and find it 

difficult to make friends. This summer camp provided 

them with the platform to open up, express 

themselves   and make new friends. 

Parents of Aryaman and Anaaira Singh

PPE

We would like to thank all 

teachers-Sheuli Mam, Manju 

Mam, Monami Mam, Pooja Mam 

and all other teachers involved in 

the Summer Camp activity for 

giving Avighnita the wonderful 

learning experience of story 

narration. She had enjoyed the 

full camp.

We are looking forward to some 

more activities in future.

Regards,

- Parents of Avighnita Roy 2B


